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Live Like an Egyptian

Today's life is a great life. We have many convenient things. For example, we

have electricity. We have cars. We go to shopping malls to buy ready-made

clothes. And we go to supermarkets to pick out foods we like. But suppose we

could travel back in time 5,000 years. We are now in Egypt. None of these

convenient things are there. Our life would revolve around a river named the

Nile.

The Nile is the longest river in the world. It flows across the entire length of

Egypt, from south to north. Back in the old days, before dams were built, the river flooded once a year. After the

water receded, it left behind a layer of black soil. This layer of black soil was perfect for growing plants, and

ancient Egyptians knew it. So they kept a close eye on the Nile. As soon as the flood ended around October, they

started to plow and sow their fields.

Ancient Egyptians grew many things, such as emmer wheat, barley, cucumbers, onions, lettuces, and beans.

Among all those different types of produce, emmer wheat and barley were the two most important ones. Ancient

Egyptians used them to make bread and beer. They ate bread and drank beer every day! Meat was a treat back then.

Only rich people could afford it. Even so, they would only eat meat during festivals. On those special occasions,

they would also drink wine made from grapes. Ancient Egyptians ate a lot of fruits. They really liked dates and

figs. They sometimes trained baboons to climb up trees and collect figs for them. They used dates and figs to make

cakes and then sweetened the pastries with honey. Ancient Egyptians did not know about sugar. They were the first

people in the world to keep bees and collect honey!

Ancient Egyptians wore linen clothes. Men usually dressed in short skirts (called kilts) and left their chests bare.

Women wore long, tight-fitting dresses. Some walked around barefoot. Others wore sandals made from leather or

reeds. Though their clothes and footwear looked simple, ancient Egyptians were very fashion-minded. Both men

and women wore make-up and put on perfumes. They disliked body hair, so they shaved their heads and bodies

with bronze razors. They wore wigs made from real human hair. Those wigs came in various styles. Some were

braided. Others were curled.

Most children in ancient Egypt did not attend school. However, they didn't get to play all day. Instead of learning

how to read and write, they helped out on farms or in workshops. When they grew up, they did not usually choose

what they wanted to do. They most likely followed in their families' footsteps and entered the same trade. Thus, the

son of a farmer would become a farmer. Of the lucky few that did go to school, they studied hard. They became

known as scribes. Since they knew how to read and write, they often held important positions in the government.

Knowledge is power!

Ancient Egyptians lived in houses made of dried mud bricks. They made all windows small and high on the wall
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to keep out heat and sunlight. They built roof terraces so they could sleep there on hot summer nights. Inside their

homes was some basic furniture. Commoners, such as farmers and craftsmen, had stools, tables, beds, and chests.

Wealthy ones, such as nobles, had all those items plus chairs. Ancient Egyptians did not sleep on pillows. They

slept on headrests. A headrest was made of wood, stones, or ivory. It had a curved surface set on top of a pillar on

an oblong base.

As there was no tap water all those years ago, bathrooms were rare in ancient Egypt. Only a handful of people had

such a luxury. For them, their bathroom had a square slab of limestone in the corner. When they wanted to take a

bath, they stood on it and let their servants pour water over them. The used water ran into a bowl in the floor

below. Or it ran through a pipe in the wall where it drained into a bowl outside. In either case, that bowl had to be

emptied out by hand. Ancient Egyptians applied the same idea to their toilet. They even invented toilet seats!

Live Like an Egyptian

Questions

1. The Nile flows across Egypt from west to east.

A. false
B. true

2. In what month did ancient Egyptians begin to plant?

A. June
B. May
C. October
D. January

3. Which of the following did ancient Egyptians NOT grow?

A. onions
B. barley
C. cucumbers
D. potatoes

4. What material did ancient Egyptians use for their clothes?

A. linen
B. cotton
C. nylon
D. leather

5. Which of the following about ancient Egyptians' diet is true?

A. They ate a lot of bread and drank beer.
B. They used sugar, instead of honey, to sweeten their pastries.
C. They ate meat and drank wine every day.
D. They did not eat any fruit.
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6. What kind of furniture would a rich ancient Egyptian have that a poor one would not?

A. stools
B. chests
C. beds
D. chairs

7. Which of the following about ancient Egypt is correct?

A. All ancient Egyptians walked barefoot.
B. Every ancient Egyptian had a bathroom at home.
C. Ancient Egyptians invented pillows.
D. Ancient Egyptians wore make-up and wigs.

8. What animal did ancient Egyptians train to collect figs for them?

A. pigs
B. camels
C. baboons
D. elephants

9. Ancient Egyptians who did not know how to read and write were called "scribes."

A. true
B. false

10. What did ancient Egyptians use to build their houses?

A. stones
B. dried mud bricks
C. steel
D. wood
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How many of these can you write about? Think! Write! Check all the ones you answered.

Suppose you could travel back in time. You are now in Egypt 5,000 years ago. Describe your typical day.

Compare and contrast the life of two different ancient Egyptian families. One is a noble family, and the

other is a farm family.

Don't stop writing. Use a blank piece of paper to continue.


